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Purpose: Non-specific low back pain (NLBP) causes an enormous burden to patients and

tremendous costs for health care systems worldwide. Frequently, treatments are not oriented to

existing guidelines. In the future, digital elements may be promising tools to support guideline-

oriented treatment in a broader range of patients. The cluster-randomized controlled “Rise-uP”

trial aims to support a General Practitioner (GP)-centered back pain treatment (Registration No:

DRKS00015048) and includes the following digital elements: 1) electronic case report form

(eCRF), 2) a treatment algorithm for guideline-based clinical decision making of GPs, 3)

teleconsultation between GPs and pain specialists for patients at risk for development of chronic

back pain, and 4) a multidisciplinary mobile back pain app for all patients (Kaia App).

Methods: In the Rise-uP trial, 111 GPs throughout Bavaria (southern Germany) were

randomized either to the Rise-uP intervention group (IG) or the control group (CG). Rise-

uP patients were treated according to the guideline-oriented Rise-uP treatment algorithm.

Standard of care was applied to the CG patients with consideration given to the “National

guideline for the treatment of non-specific back pain”. Pain rating on the numeric rating scale

was the primary outcome measure. Psychological measures (anxiety, depression, stress),

functional ability, as well as physical and mental wellbeing, served as secondary outcomes.

All values were assessed at the beginning of the treatment and at 3-month follow-ups.

Results: In total, 1245 patients (IG: 933; CG: 312) with NLBP were included in the study. The

Rise-uP group showed a significantly stronger pain reduction compared to the control group after

3 months (IG: M=−33.3% vs CG: M=−14.3%). The Rise-uP group was also superior in

secondary outcomes. Furthermore, high-risk patients who received a teleconsultation showed

a larger decrease in pain intensity (−43.5%) than CG patients (−14.3%). ANCOVA analysis

showed that the impact of teleconsultation was mediated by an increased training activity in the

Kaia App.

Conclusion: Our results show the superiority of the innovative digital treatment algorithm

realized in Rise-uP, even though the CG also received relevant active treatment by their GPs.

This provides clear evidence that digital treatmentmay be a promising tool to improve the quality

of treatment of non-specific back pain. In 2021, analyses of routine data from statutory health

insurances will enable us to investigate the cost-effectiveness of digital treatment.

Keywords: NLBP, eHealth, mHealth, digital medicine, guideline-oriented treatment, chronic

pain, STarT Back

Introduction
Non-specific low back pain (NLBP) is defined as low back pain not attributable to

a known specific pathology. It affects about 30% of the world’s population and
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causes physical and psychological burdens for patients as

well as tremendous direct and indirect costs for health care

systems.1–4 It is widely assumed that an episode of back

pain is self-limited, and most patients will recover within

2 or 3 months with adequate treatment. However, literature

provides contrary evidence: According to two reviews,

only 35% of acute back pain patients are pain-free after

3 months, while about 65% still report pain after

12 months.5,6 These findings indicate that the assumption

that spontaneous recovery occurs in a large majority of

patients is not justified.5 Additionally, it is known that

questionnaires like the STarT Back tool7,8 can identify

high-risk patients for the development of chronic back

pain at an early stage of the disease. This group of patients

amounts to 28%,7 and – from a perspective of prevention

of chronic pain – it is crucial to apply adequate, guideline-

oriented treatment early on.

However, NLBP is often not treated according to

guidelines which recommend a conservative focus on

patients’ empowerment, rather than pharmaceutical strate-

gies and surgery.9–11 Furthermore, unnecessary diagnos-

tics, especially spinal and vertebral imaging are frequently

obtained.12

Since an interaction of physical, psychological and

social factors is involved in the development and main-

tenance of NLBP (biopsychosocial disease model) multi-

disciplinary pain treatment programs (MPT) comprised of

physical, psychological and educational interventions are

recommended by most of the guidelines for the treatment

of NLBP.9–11 Yet, such MPTs are expensive and availabil-

ity is limited. Consequently, in practice, the majority of

patients do not have access to adequate treatment, neither

early nor late in the course of the disease. This, in turn,

may fundamentally increase the risk of developing chronic

back pain leading to further disease burden and costs.

eHealth and mHealth elements, like mobile health

applications, clinical decision systems or telemedical

tools, are able to provide improved treatment to a broad

range of patients. In actual times of world-wide pandemics

stamped with social distancing of patients and health care

professionals, the application of digital treatments may be

a reasonable and sometimes ultimate way to initiate and/or

maintain the communication and treatment.13

For example, digital tools have been shown to be

effective in the treatment of NLBP in retrospective ana-

lyses and randomized controlled trials.14–17 Yet, there is

still a paucity of evidence for the efficacy of eHealth and

mHealth embedded in treatment paradigms in large-scale

scientific studies. This approach may be the most suitable

method to investigate the efficacy and efficiency of digital

elements applied to health care.18

The ongoing cluster-randomized controlled Rise-uP

trial in Germany19 targets exactly these issues. It aims to

include four digital elements to a GP-centered guideline-

oriented treatment algorithm:11 1) a shared electronic case

report form (eCRF),(2) a treatment algorithm for guide-

line-based clinical decision making, 3) teleconsultation

(TC) between GP and pain specialists for patients at risk,

based on STarT Back score,7 and 4) the multidisciplinary

Kaia App for the empowerment of the patient using edu-

cational content, physiotherapy and mindfulness exercises

throughout the whole treatment period.15,17 In the present

study, the IG was treated according to the Rise-uP algo-

rithm and compared to CP who received standard of care

with consideration of the “National guideline for the treat-

ment of unspecific back pain”.20 The primary outcome

measure was pain intensity, using the numerical pain

score. Secondary outcomes were physical and mental well-

being, as well as anxiety, depression and stress symptoms

at 3, 6 and 12 months.

In the present paper, we report the analysis of the data

from the 3-month follow-ups. We hypothesized (1a) that

the Rise-uP group has a higher symptom reduction than

the control group (1b) that the superiority of the Rise-uP

treatment is more pronounced in high-risk patients and (2)

that the extent of symptom reduction is positively related

to the frequency of app usage.

The final results of the Rise-uP trial (12-month follow-

up), together with a review of routine data from participat-

ing health insurances (AOK Bayern, BARMER, DAK) for

cost-effectiveness analyses are expected in late 2021.

Methods
Study Design and Participants
Rise-uP is a cluster-randomized controlled trial with the

arms Rise-uP (intervention group, IG) and control group

(CG). Recruitment of patients was conducted via two chan-

nels: 1) Recruitment by participating GPs and 2) recruit-

ment via Facebook advertising (see below). Inclusion

criteria were NLPB (ICD 10 Code M40-M54) in an acute

stage (up to 6 weeks) or subacute stage (6–12 weeks).

Patients not having more than 6 recurrent episodes of

LBP, lasting not longer than 12 weeks, were also included,

if the preceding episode had ended at least 6 months before

the current pain episode. Furthermore, all patients were
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required to have email access which was necessary for

completing the follow-up questionnaires. Patients in the

Rise-uP group were also had to have access to

a smartphone or tablet, to be able to use the Kaia App.

Adequate knowledge of the German language, as well

as being a member of the statutory health insurances AOK

Bayern, BARMER or DAK, was required. Exclusion cri-

teria were other kinds of back pain, eg chronic LBP, age

below 18 or above 65 years, history of back- or vertebral

surgery, LBP of any specific cause requiring treatment (for

example, fractures or tumors) and any other serious med-

ical conditions (for example, severe heart failure) or psy-

chiatric disorders (for example, acute schizophrenia).

Recruitment of patients started in August 2017 and was

closed March 2019. Patients were recruited via two

channels:

1. Recruitment by GPs (“GP Supplier”). Participating

GPs (in the Rise-uP and CG arm) recruited patients

presenting in their practice with NLBP according to

inclusion and exclusion criteria.

2. Recruitment via Facebook advertising (“Facebook

Supplier”). Two different kinds of Facebook adver-

tisements were dispersed across the region of

Bavaria in circles of 30 km around clusters of

GPs for Rise-uP and CG recruitment. One adver-

tisement was designed for the Rise-uP group and

one for the CG. Patients who responded to the

Facebook advertisement were prescreened by tele-

phone for inclusion and exclusion criteria by head

office staff. If suitability for the trial was deter-

mined, patients were connected to one of the near-

est geographically collaborating GPs for study

inclusion and treatment. Patients who had

responded to the Rise-uP advertisement were trans-

ferred to a Rise-uP GP while patients who had

responded to a CG advertisement were sent to

a control GP.

Randomization and Blinding
GPs in the region of Bavaria (southern Germany) were

informed about the Rise-uP project via networks of the

participating health insurances and were registered by

Rise-uP head office staff. GPs becoming aware of the

Rise-uP project by word-of-mouth recommendation were

included in the GP pool as well.

An electronic algorithm was used for randomization.

The randomization ratio of participating GPs (Rise-uP and

CG) was 2:1 (Rise-uP: CG). Thereby, the 2:1 ratio referred

to physicians, not to physician practices. More precisely,

practices with more than one affiliated GP were rando-

mized with all affiliated GPs to one of the study arms. In

order to perform subgroup analyses in the Rise-uP arm, we

randomized GPs in a 2:1 ratio and expected to achieve

a 3:1 ratio in patients, since traditionally the recruitment of

patients into the intervention arm of a study is more

straightforward. Clinical experience and literature have

shown that patients are more likely to participate in studies

when innovative tools are examined and when more infor-

mation about the study and the benefits for the patient are

provided.21

All GPs in the Rise-uP intervention group were trained

by staff from Rise-uP headoffice, the Center of

Interdisciplinary Pain Medicine, Klinikum rechts der Isar

(MRI), Technical University of Munich for the manage-

ment of digital tools. The practice computer of every Rise-

uP GP was updated with a software package from

StatConsult (consortium partner for IT) including an elec-

tronic case report form (eCRF), the treatment algorithm,

the interface for data upload from patient tablets for base-

line questionnaires and communication between the head-

office and co-treating specialists. For teleconsultation,

every Rise-uP practice was supplied with a Cisco DX-80

videoconference system and registered for IP telephone

and video-services via Netconnex GmbH. Multiple train-

ing sessions between the headoffice and GPs helped to

establish telecommunication and the exchange of visual

material (eg X-rays, CTs and MRIs) working smoothly.

The control GPs were not provided with any specific

knowledge about Rise-uP. Neither GPs nor patients were

specifically blinded; however, no specific knowledge about

the other trial group was provided to GPs or patients.

Recruitment of patients started in August 2017 and was

closed March 2019.

Intervention
The Rise-uP treatment protocol was inspired by the German

National Guideline11 for the treatment of NLBP regarding

diagnostics, pharmacological and non-pharmacological

treatments. There is only one fundamental difference

between the NVL and the Rise-uP protocol. The German

guideline recommends the application of the STarT Back

questionnaire7,8 only after 4 weeks of failed treatment.

Rise-uP aims to prevent the development of chronic back

pain by early intervention. Therefore, one core element of

the Rise-uP algorithm is the determination of the risk to
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develop chronic back pain using the STarT Back score

immediately at the beginning of the treatment. Patients

were classified into a low, medium and high-risk group.7,8

High-risk patients GPs received a teleconsultation with

a pain specialist from the medical staff at the Rise-uP head-

office. The teleconsultation included a review of the elec-

tronic patient records, patient history and clinical

documentation, results of questionnaires, joint reflection

of possible body-images and the potential inclusion of

a local specialist for further diagnostic evaluation (eg, neu-

rology, orthopedics). The teleconsultation was finalized

with a discussion of the next appropriate steps for treatment.

The shared electronic case report form (eCRF) enabled

different specialists (eg, pain specialists, neurologists,

orthopedists) to access to patients’ data (demography and

baseline questionnaires). Furthermore, patients in the Rise-

uP group were granted access to the Kaia back pain app

(Kaia App) and were instructed by their GP to use the app

and complete the educational program, physiotherapy and

mindfulness as frequently as possible. The Kaia App has

been described elsewhere in detail.15,17

The overall communication and data flow of the Rise-

uP trial is depicted in Figure 1.

The collected patient data (eCRF, primary patient data

from questionnaires) from the central data management

unit (StatConsult), the log-files from the Kaia App and

routine data from statutory health insurances (incoming in

2021 for final Evaluation by an independent evaluator

INAV, Berlin) were transferred to a trust center (Ludwig-

Maximilians-Universität München) for pseudonymization

before data analyses in the Rise-uP headoffice (Technische

Universität München). The treatment algorithm for the

GPs included clinical investigations including red and

yellow flags (STarT Back score) at baseline and re-

visitations depending on the risk for the development of

chronic back pain and clinical progress or improvement.

Figure 1 Flow chart of the Rise-uP trial with data flow and communication flow between headoffice, data management, GPs and Kaia. The treatment algorithm of Rise-uP

and the relation of GP level, specialist level and pain medicine are illustrated in the center of the graph.
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Depending on low, medium or high risk in STarT Back

a teleconsultation with pain specialists was initiated. The

patient was supplied with the Kaia App via the Kaia

server. App-related support was constantly provided by

the Kaia-Team. StatConsult provided electronic question-

naires for follow-up measurements via email. The Rise-uP

supervision platform was guiding the communication and

data flow between patients, StatConsult and Kaia. The

headoffice also served as back-up for all partners who

helt relationships with patients (GPs, StatConsult and

Kaia).

Patients with back pain at their first consultative

appointment with a GP were informed about the Rise-uP

project and screened for inclusion and exclusion criteria.

After signing the informed consent, patients completed

a set of questionnaires through a tablet to determine the

risk to develop chronic LBP and assess the outcome para-

meters. The collected tablet data were transferred to the

Physician’s computer and later transferred to the central

database at StatConsult, Magdeburg.

Patients in the CG received standard of care coordi-

nated by the control GP after signing the informed con-

sent. It was considered that the control GPs use the

national guideline11 as their “standard of care”.

All patients (Rise-uP and CG) completed the same

baseline set of questionnaires using paper and pencil or

tablet. Follow-up questionnaires were submitted to all

patients (Rise-uP and CG) via email-links and completed

through the internet.

Patients were compensated with an Amazon Voucher

totaling 10€ for completing the set of questionnaires at base-

line (T0) and at the 3-month follow-up (T1). The trial was

conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki and the

study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

University Hospital Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technical

University of Munich (TUM)(272/17 S). The trial was regis-

tered at DRKS (German Clinical Trials Register; WHO

Primary Register) with registration number DRKS00015048.

Outcomes
The outcome parameters of the Rise-uP trial are pain

intensity (primary outcome), functional ability, psycho-

pathological and wellbeing parameters as well as pain

graduation (secondary outcomes). The present analysis

refers to the 3-month (T1) follow-up data of the study

sample. At the end of the study, the statutory health insur-

ances AOK Bayern, BARMER and DAK will provide all

primary data on health costs in order to estimate savings to

the health system by the Rise-uP algorithm. During that

follow-up 12-month data analysis, we will also receive

information about the exact treatment procedures pre-

scribed and taken for the patients in the CG.

Pain intensity was measured on a 11-point numeric ratings

scale (NRS; 0 = no pain, 10 = unbearable pain) for the current

pain, as well as for maximum and average pain over the last

4 weeks period. A pain index was calculated as the mean of

current, maximum and average pain intensity.22,23 The

Depression-Anxiety-Stress-Scale (DASS)24,25 was applied

for measuring psychopathological symptoms. Hannover

Functional Ability Questionnaire (HFAQ, FFbH-r

“Funktionsfragebogen Hannover Rücken”)26 was used to

determine functional ability, while the Veterans RAND

12 Item Health Survey (VR-12)27,28 measured mental and

physical wellbeing. Furthermore, the Graded Chronic Pain

Status GCPS was used for grading pain severity into four

classes (grade 1: low disability-low intensity to grade 4:

severely limiting).29,30

At baseline, the above set of questionnaires was com-

pleted by patients on the day of study inclusion via tablet

(for Rise-uP) alternatively paper/pencil (for CG). The fol-

low-up questionnaires were sent to patients via email and

completed via the internet in both groups.

In addition, the German version of the STarT Back

(STarT-G)8 and the PainDetect pain-questionnaire (PD-Q)31

were completed by all patients at baseline for determining the

risk of developing chronic pain and detecting a neuropathic

pain component.

Sample Size
The power analysis was performed on the primary endpoint

“pain intensity” at 12 months after study inclusion. The study

sponsor (Innovation Fund of the Federal Joint Committee,

G-BA, Germany) suggested subgroup analyses in the Rise-

uP group as well as multiple time points (T0, T1, T2, T3).

This had to be considered in the power analysis. The ana-

lyzed subgroups were risk to develop chronic pain (high,

medium, low, CG) and pain duration (acute, subacute, recur-

rent, CG). Consequently, 4x4 = 16 subgroups resulted. For

power analysis, a two-ways split-plot ANOVA with the

within-factor time (T0 vs T1 vs T2 vs T3) and the between-

factor subgroup (medium effect size, α = 5% and β = 20%)

was applied. Power analysis revealed 640 patients in total.

Since no specific information about drop-out rates in such

projects were available, we conservatively considered

a follow-up completion rate of 50% for T3 which resulted

in a sample size of 1280 patients. Since subgroup analysis is
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mandatory only in the Rise-uP group, a 3:1 ratio (Rise-uP vs

CG) was taken as a basis.

We are well aware that drop-out rate was considered

rather conservative and may well be lower than 50%. Yet,

if the sample size will exaggerate 640 in the end, also

posteriori analyses are conceivable (for example, equation

models).

Statistical Analysis
The primary objective of the present analysis was to compare

pain outcomes between the Rise-uP patients and the CG at 3

months (T1). For this purpose, NRS pain ratings at T0 and T1

were subjected to a split-plot analysis of variance (ANOVA)

with the between factor “group” (Rise-uP vs CG) and the

within factor “measure point” (T0 vs T1). Furthermore, the

percentage of pain reduction was compared between groups.

For this purpose, a difference-score was calculated by sub-

tracting the pain value of T0 from the values from T1 (Δpain;
“Delta”) for each patient. Then, the Δpain scores were

divided by the baseline value to determine the percentage

of pain reduction (Δ pain %) which controls for baseline

values (law of initial value).32 A one-tailed t-test for inde-

pendent samples was computed to compare differences in

Δpain % between both groups. Furthermore, a responder

analysis for the primary outcome was performed. For this

purpose, Δ pain % scores T1 were aggregated to response

rates below 15%, 15–29%, 30–49% and above 50% and

compared between groups using an X2-test.

For exploring the impact of teleconsultations (TC) on

pain in patients with a high risk of chronic pain the sample

was divided into four groups: high-risk patients (HRP) who

received a TC (HRP with TC), high-risk patients who did

not receive a TC (HRP without TC) and patients with low

risk (LRP) as well as the control group (CG). Then, pain

ratings were subjected to a two-way split-plot ANOVAwith

the between-factor “TC-group” (HRP with TC vs HRP with-

out TC vs LRP vs CG) and the within factor “measure point”

(T0 vs T1). Furthermore, the Δ pain % scores were subjected

to a one-way between-subjects ANOVAwith the factor “TC-

group” (HRP with TC vs HRP without TC vs LRP vs CG).

For analyzing symptom improvement in the secondary

outcomes (anxiety, depression, stress, functional ability,

mental and physical wellbeing and pain severity grades),

Δ scores for all secondary outcomes were calculated by

subtracting T0 values from the values from T1 for each

patient. Then, in order to test for between-group differ-

ences (Rise-uP vs CG) regarding the symptom improve-

ment, Δs of all secondary outcomes were subjected to

multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) with the

between-factor “group” (Rise-uP vs CG). Default univari-

ate analyses of variance (SPSS) were used as post-hoc

tests in case of a significant effect in the MANOVA.

Between-group differences in GCPS grades were analyzed

by two separate X2–tests for each measured point.

The second main objective of the present analyses was

to explore the relationship between frequency of app usage

and pain improvement. For this purpose, user data were

extracted from the log-files of the Kaia database: number

of active days (Kaia frequency) as well as the number of

completion of the specific modules (physical frequency,

mental frequency, education frequency). Then, to deter-

mine the relationship between app usage and symptom

improvement Spearman correlations were computed

between response rates and Kaia frequency.

All analyses were performed as completer analyses:

Only those patients were included in the analyses who

completed the 3-month follow-up (Rise-uP: N=680; CG:

N=261), see “Sample Characteristics” for a detailed

description. Significance level was set α = 5% for all

analyses. Bonferroni-correction was applied if necessary.

All analyses were run using SPSS, IBM, version 25.

Role of Funding Source
The study was funded by the German Innovation Fund

(G-BA), grant number: 01NVF16014. The funder of the

study had no role in study design, data collection, analysis

nor interpretation and was not involved in the writing process.

Results
Sample Characteristics and Baseline

Values
Figure 2 provides an overview of the recruitment of phy-

sicians and patients.

After finalizing physician recruitment, 85 medical prac-

tices with 117 affiliated GPs in different rural and urban areas

of Bavaria were in the pool. Six GPs in four medical practices

lost interest before randomization. Then, 81 medical practices

with 111 affiliated GPs were randomized either to the Rise-uP

or the control group in an approximately 2:1 ratio. Seventy-

three Rise-uP GPs (48 medical practices) were randomized to

the Rise-uP group and 38 control GPs (33 practices) were

randomized to the CG. Fifteen GPs in 14 medical practices in

the Rise-uP group/10GPs in 10 medical practices in the CG

did not enroll patients for unknown reasons. Thus, 58 GPs

(34 medical practices) in the Rise-uP group and 28 GPs
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(23 medical practices) in the CG contributed to patient

inclusion.

Overall, 933 patients were included into the Rise-uP arm

(mean inclusion per GP M = 14) and 312 patients were

included into the CG (mean inclusion per GP M = 8). Drop-

out at the 3-monthfollow-up was 253 patients in the Rise-uP

group (27.2%) and 51 patients in the CG (16.4%). In total

680 Rise-uP patients and 261 control patients (T1 comple-

ters) were available for the present analysis. Table 1 pro-

vides an overview of the patients’ characteristics (all

included patients).

The Rise-uP and the control group widely showed no

differences regarding demographic and medical para-

meters. All significant differences were of small effect

size (age: d = 0.28; risk to development of chronic pain

and recruitment channel: V < 0.20). Additionally, baseline

measures of outcome parameters are provided in Table 2.

At baseline, there was neither a between-group differ-

ence in the primary outcome (pain intensity) nor in anxi-

ety, depression and stress detected. Small but significant

differences occurred in functional ability, mental wellbeing

and physical wellbeing with stronger symptoms in the

Rise-uP group compared to the control group. However,

in wellbeing parameters, scores of both groups were not in

the pathological ranges (both groups within the range of 1

SD of the standardized mean = 50).

Outcomes
We will report pain as the primary outcome by comparing

the Rise-uP group and CG for the whole study sample as

well as sub-divided into patients who received or did not

receive a teleconsultation. Separately, we will present the

data related to the app usage. At last, we report the sec-

ondary outcomes.

Figure 2 Flow of physicians and patients.
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Primary Outcome
We found a significant pain reduction in both groups

(F(1912) = 326.32; p<0.001; η = 0.264). However, the Rise-

uP patients had a significantly stronger decrease in pain

intensity than the CG (Rise-uP: −33.3% vs CG: −14.3%;

p<0.001). In consequence, pain intensity was lower at T1 in

the Rise-uP group compared to the CG at T1 (p < 0.001),

while there was no between-group difference at T0

(p = 0.947). Figure 3 illustrates the results of this analysis.

Responder Analysis
Since the general efficacy of the Rise-uP approach was

confirmed, a responder analysis for the primary out-

come was performed. Hence, the Δ pain % scores were

aggregated to response rates “below 15%”, “15–29%”,

“30–49%” and “above 50%” (according to Moore

et al, 2014).33 Figure 4 illustrates the results of this

analysis.

Descriptively, the Rise-uP group is clearly overrepre-

sented in the ≥50% group whereas the control group has

its peak in the <15% group. An X2-test confirmed the

descriptive analysis (X2(3) = 19.36, p < 0.001).

Impact of Teleconsultations
One objective of the Rise-uP concept is to prevent patients

at risk from developing chronic pain. For this purpose, the

GP could initiate a teleconsultation about the patient with

high risk with a pain specialist from the Rise-uP head-

office within the first week after study inclusion.

In the present sample, 76 patients of the Rise-uP group

(11.2%) had a high risk of developing chronic pain of

which 28 were reviewed in a teleconsultation (HRP with

TC) while 48 were not (HRP without TC). Comparison of

the TC groups allows us to examine the impact auf TCs on

the development of pain intensity.

Figure 5 provides an overview of the pain ratings and

symptom changes separately for the TC-groups and the

frequency of Kaia app usage.

All groups reported a decrease in pain intensity after 3

months (F(1909) = 189.78; p < 0.001; η = 0.173). However,

HRP with TC showed a stronger decrease in pain intensity

than CG patients as well as compared to HRP without TC

(all p’s < 0.05). No difference in pain reduction could be

observed between HRP without TC and the CG (p > 0.05).

Additionally, HRP expressed significantly stronger

pain at T0 compared to the patients with low and medium

risk for chronic pain and the CG (an observation exactly in

line with the initial report of Hill and colleagues7).

Table 1 Sample Characteristics

Characteristics Rise-uP

(n=933)

CG

(n=312)

p

Sex Female

Male

65%

35%

64%

36%

n.s.

Age (years) M (SD) 42.0 (12.4) 37.0 (12.6) sig.

Height (cm) M (SD) 171 (11) 172 (10) n.s.

Weight (kg) M (SD) 77.5 (19.7) 77·8 (18.5) n.s.

Education level Academic

Non-academic

29%

71%

27%

73%

n.s.

Employment Yes

No

87%

13%

87%

13%

n.s.

Taking pain killer Yes

No

36%

64%

37%

63%

n.s.

Risk of

development of

chronic pain

Low

Medium

High

47%

36%

17%

62%

28%

10%

sig.

Recruitment

channel

GP supplier

Facebook

supplier

67%

33%

47%

53%

sig.

Notes:Overview of the patients’ characteristics both for the Rise-uP and the control

group. All patients who were included to the study are displayed except those who

withdrew consent resulting in N = 1245 (Rise-uP: 933 patients vs CG: 312 patients).

“Sig.” indicates Bonferroni-corrected (α’ = ·01) significance (two-tailed).

Table 2 Symptoms at Baseline

Rise-uP vs CG

Rise-uP

(N=933)

CG (N=312) Rise-uP vs

CG (p)

M SD M SD

Pain intensity (0–10) 5.36 1.78 5.27 1.76 n.s.

Anxiety (0–21) 6.29 6.59 5.25 5.75 n.s.

Depression (0–21) 8.52 7.85 7.20 7.18 n.s.

Stress (0–21) 12.56 8.12 11.34 7.94 n.s.

Functional ability

(0–100%)

71.0% 19.8% 77.1% 19.1% sig.

Mental wellbeing

(M = 50, SD = 10)

44.94 11.15 47.11 11.15 sig.

Physical wellbeing

(M = 50, SD = 10)

40.30 8.69 42.79 8.67 sig.

GCPS Grade 1

GCPS Grade 2

GCPS Grade 3

GCPS Grade 4

28%

21%

47%

4%

25%

26%

43%

6%

n.s.

Notes: Means and SDs for the outcome parameters at T0 (baseline) for the Rise-uP

group and the control group (all included patients). “Sig.” indicates Bonferroni-corrected

(α’ = 01) significance (two-tailed). sig. in bold represents p<0.001, p =0.005, p<0.001 .
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However, at T1, pain intensity of HRP with TC did not

differ from the CG nor from the LRP (p’s > 0.05) while

the HRP without TC still report stronger pain than the LRP

and the CG (p’s < 0.05).

Exploratory Analysis: Mechanisms of

Action of the Teleconsultations
Since a positive impact of teleconsultations could be con-

firmed, the question arose about how the TC-effect is

mediated. Through exploratory analysis of the activity in the

Kaia App, it became obvious, that HRPwith TC (M= 39 days;

Md = 44 days) used the app significantly more frequently than

the HRP without TC (M = 22 days; Md = 12 days) and the

LRP (M = 24 days; Md = 15)(p’s < 0.05). There was no

difference in app usage between HRP without TC and LRP

patients (p > 0.05). ANCOVA revealed that the effect of

teleconsultation on pain improvement is fully mediated by

the higher app usage in the HRP with TC compared to the

HRP without and the LRP (no significant main effect of TC

group when app adherence was entered as a covariate, F<1,

p>0.05).

Primary Outcome: Summary
Taken together, analysis of pain intensity revealed (1) an

overall superiority of the Rise-uP approach compared to the

standard of care procedures in the control group, (2a) a strong

impact of teleconsultations on symptom development in

Figure 3 Means and standard errors (SE) of the pain index scores at both measure points (A) as well as the Δ % scores (B) for both groups (Rise-uP and CG). *Indicate

significance on α = 0.05.

Figure 4 Responder analysis regarding pain reduction for both groups.
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patients at risk, which (2b) was fully mediated by

a significantly higher Kaia App usage in HRP.

Analysis of the Relationship of Symptom

Improvement and App Usage
Since we found higher app usage mediating the effect of

TCs on high-risk patients the question remained: Is higher

app adherence generally associated with stronger pain

improvement and vice versa?

On average, Rise-uP patients used the app on 25 days.

Thereby, the completion rate of the particular modules was

widely equal with a slight preference for the physical

exercises (physical exercise: M = 23 days, mindfulness:

M = 15 days, education: M = 16 days).

Correlation analysis between the level of pain improve-

ment and the frequency of app usage revealed no significant

correlation (r = 0.019, p > 0.05). On the first view, this is

surprising, since our previous analysis (see Figure 5) has

revealed that the stronger pain reduction in HRP with TC

was due to the higher training frequency.

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of the frequency of

app usage and pain improvement for every single patient.

This makes the non-existing correlation between app usage

and pain improvement visible. For patients in all groups of

different response levels (0–100% improvement of pain) all

different training frequencies (0–90 days) were found. For

example, there are patients with a high Kaia frequency in the

<15% responder group, so are in the >50% responder group

and vice versa. However, the HRP with TC performed

training with the app on a significantly higher level.

Secondary Outcomes
Figure 7 illustrates the results of the analysis of the second-

ary outcome parameters (the T0 and T1 values are depicted

in the supplementary material 1). Descriptively, the Rise-uP

group slightly improves in anxiety, depression and stress,

while the CG reports increased symptoms after 3 months.

Functional ability increased in the Rise-uP group and

remained stable in the CG. Furthermore, patients in the

Rise-uP group showed a stronger improvement in physical

wellbeing while mental wellbeing even decreased in the CG

while improving in the Rise-uP group.

The multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) over

the Δs of the secondary outcomes confirmed descriptive

analysis for all parameters (F(7872) = 55.28; p < 0.001;

η = 0.307).

Furthermore, Table 3 presents the GCPS grades.29,30 At

3 months, the Rise-uP group is clearly overrepresented in

grade 1. Additionally, the Rise-uP percentage in Grade 3 is

decreased, while CG percentage in Grade 3 remained

stable. X2 – tests revealed significancies for both measure

points (p’s <0.05).

Figure 5 Means and standard errors (SE) of the pain index scores at both measure points (A) as well as the Δ % scores (C) for separately for the TC groups (HRP with TC

vs HRP without TC vs LRP vs CG). Furthermore, Kaia frequency is illustrated for the three Rise-uP TC-groups (B). *Indicate α = 0.05 significance.
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Taken together analyses of the secondary outcomes

support the hypotheses that the Rise-uP treatment is

superior compared to regular clinical treatment not

only in pain outcome but also in other dimensions of

pain.

Discussion
The major findings of this study indicate that digital treat-

ment of non-specific low back pain is possible and that the

outcome regarding pain reduction, psychological and well-

being parameters, as well as functional abilities, is better

Figure 6 Distribution of the number of usage days (Kaia frequency) separately for the four response rates. Similar distribution is obvious. The colored lines mark the

medians (md) of the Kaia frequency for the three Rise-uP TC groups.

Figure 7 Illustration of the changes in secondary outcomes ((A): functional ability, (B): physical and mental wellbeing, (C): anxiety, depression and stress) both for the Rise-

uP group and the CG. *Indicate α = 0.05 significance.
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than the standard of care. Moreover, it shows that

a treatment algorithm like Rise-uP, based on multiple

digital elements, can be swiftly implemented into GPs'

daily practice for the satisfaction of both, patients and

doctors.

At the same time, it becomes obvious that patients with

an enhanced risk for the development of chronic back pain

can be captured on their first turn to a doctor, and, then

consecutively most likely receive different counseling by

their teleconsulted GP. This results in enhanced self-care

readable in twice as much effort to use the app than

patients with low risk. The final result is that high-risk

and low-risk patients fully align in pain outcome after 3

month.

The higher symptom relief in the Rise-uP group with

the Kaia App as the most patient-related intervention in

our study confirms the findings of our recent RCT17 and

the studies of other groups on the application of eHealth

for the treatment of back pain.14,16 It is obvious that the

pain improvement in the Rise-uP group reached the clini-

cally meaningful improvement of 33%, while the CG did

not.34 Since Rise-uP is a trial with a large sample size,

statistical significance can be reached for small effects.

However, our data show a clinically significant improve-

ment in the Rise-uP group but not in the CG. This is

especially important for securing the claim of superiority

for the Rise-uP algorithm.35,36

One goal of the Rise-uP treatment approach was to

prevent patients from developing chronic LBP by effective

treatment in an early disease stage. Therefore, GPs with

patients at risk received teleconsultations from pain spe-

cialist to provide counseling and assure optimized man-

agement. Since some high-risk patients were not

recommended for a teleconsultation by their GPs (for

unknown reasons), we were able to further study the

impact of TCs. Indeed, we found a stronger improvement

in the HRP with TC compared to the HRP without TC,

which – on the first glance – underlines the importance of

a pain specialist being involved in the treatment process.

Yet, explorative analysis revealed that the HRP with TC

showed a substantially stronger adherence to the Kaia App

training. This fully mediated the impact of TC on pain

outcome. Therefore, as far as our analysis could show, TC

were not effective primarily due to pain-specific expertise

committed to the treating GP, but TC rather led to higher

adherence to the app in patients what in turn improved

pain outcome. Whether this was finally mediated by the

self-reflection of patients “I am a patient at risk” or

induced by the GP “You are a patient at risk” is unresolved

at the moment. At the end of the trial, GPs and patients

will receive a questionnaire that will allow the analysis of

the Patient-Physician-and Physician-Patient-Relationship

and the influence on each other. Indeed, the GPs pointed

out that they attributed the better outcome to the app use.

Thus, it is possible that the GPs emphasized adherence to

the app more in the HRP with TC compared to HRP

without TC.

As a side finding, the risk-group analysis further under-

lines that determining the risk of developing chronic LBP

at the beginning of the treatment is reasonable while

determination after 4 weeks (demanded by NVL, 2017)11

may lead to a loss of time with the result that high-risk

patients receive enhanced treatment too late. This is sup-

ported by our data. While risk-factor determination with

STarT Back at 4 weeks shows a higher predictive value for

pain outcome at 12 weeks (r = 0.313, medium effect) than

risk-determination at T0 (r = 0.198, small effect), which is

a significant difference (p < 0.05), we conclude that the

early intervention including higher app usage by telecon-

sultation can prevent a deleterious development in many

patients.

Although the frequency of Kaia usage seems to play

the key role in the impact of teleconsultation, we did not

find an overall relationship between app adherence and

symptom improvement. Although this is in line with our

previous RCT,17 this finding remains to be rather counter-

intuitive. However, the missing dose–response effect can

be resolved. There may be two reasons respectively for

continuing and quitting training. Some patients may con-

tinue training because it has led to improvement (“it is

good for me, go on”), while some patients train because

they have not achieved improvement yet (“I need to

continue, then it will be fine”). Other patients may quit

training because they have improved and achieved the

desired outcome (“I’m fine, don’t need it anymore”),

Table 3 GCPS Grades

T0 T1

Rise-uP CG Rise-uP CG

Grade 1 29% 27% 55% 45%

Grade 2 19% 26% 10% 12%

Grade 3 48% 42% 33% 41%

Grade 4 4% 5% 2% 2%

Note: Percentages of patients for the pain severity grades at both measure points

separately for the Rise-uP group and the CG.
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while another group quits because they have not

improved (“It doesn’t help, so it makes no sense to

continue”).

Well-established processes from motivation and learn-

ing psychology support these considerations. First, patients

who show a high adherence and a large improvement may

be reinforced to continue frequent training due to pain

relief and therefore continue. In contrast, patients who do

not improve may quit training since reinforcement is not

received (operant conditioning)37–39 which in turn may

facilitate perceptions of low self-efficacy40 and learned

helplessness.41 Physical passivity and deficient coping

strategies may be a further result that may increase the

risk of developing chronic LBP.42 Therefore, this group

should receive special attention in the course of the

disease.

Next, for some patients who achieved the desired pain

reduction further improvement may not work as reinforce-

ment anymore (extinction of behavior).38 Lastly, patients

who continue training without improvement as

a reinforcement may reveal higher frustration tolerance43

than patients quitting because of no improvement. For

sure, these considerations are on a speculative level:

However, it is obvious that mechanisms for the extent of

adherence to an app may differ between patients, but the

underlying motivational and learning mechanism still have

to be clarified.

The superiority of the Rise-uP approach does not only

apply to self-reported pain intensity (NRS), but rather also to

secondary outcomes, ie anxiety, depression, stress, functional

ability, wellbeing and pain severity grade. However, we have

to admit, that none of the groups showed strong symptoms in

secondary outcomes at T0. Still, the superiority of Rise-uP in

these outcomes underlines the necessity of treatment

approaches with reference to a biopsychosocial disease

model in pain treatment.44–46 Interestingly, psychological

parameters and mental wellbeing even deteriorated in the

control group from T0 to T1 indicated by higher anxiety,

depression and stress symptoms as well as lower mental

wellbeing scores. This may be due to the non-clinically

significant reduction of pain intensity of the control group

in the first three months of treatment which in turn leads to

mental burden and may induce risk-enhancement of devel-

oping chronic back pain.

To our best knowledge, the Rise-uP trial is the first

complex treatment algorithm with digital elements

(mHealth app, shared electronic case report form, treat-

ment algorithm as clinical decision system, telemedical

connections, questionnaires via tablet), to be applied to

LBP. In contrast to classical RCTs, which are genuinely

well controlled, Rise-uP challenges the value of digital

elements embedded in a more comprehensive setting,

namely a guideline-oriented treatment algorithm.

Although the present analysis confirmed our RCT

findings17 by revealing the superiority of the Rise-uP con-

cept to regular treatment, the differences in trial design are

fundamental for two reasons.

1. In our RCT,17 the patients were assigned to the

study by a study physician who instructed them to

use the app on their own with the intentions of no

further appointments. In the Rise-uP study, patients’

inclusion is performed by the GPs who are in

charge of the further treatment according to the

Rise-uP protocol.

2. While the control group in the RCT17 was given

guideline-oriented face-to-face treatment by

a physiotherapist for 6 sessions and high-quality

online educational links, we tried to operationalize

“regular treatment” in the Rise-uP trial. For the

purpose of reflecting this kind of treatment, control

GPs were not informed about the Rise-uP concept

but rather instructed to treat their patients “as they

always do” with consideration of guidelines.11

Although the Rise-uP approach leads to a less con-

trolled setting, we consider this as an explicit strength in

study design.18 First, the ecological validity of our study

increases since the control group reflects treatment reality.

Second, the claim of digital treatments for back pain does

not necessarily implicate to prove superiority to the face-to

-face treatment that still is the standard in health

systems.18

Regardless of these theoretical assumptions, the current

data show that superiority is feasible even in a setting

when a digital approach is compared to an “active control

group” receiving standard of care. The prospective fusion

with the primary data on health costs from statutory health

insurances will hopefully show that this approach is not

only improving the wellbeing of patientsbut is also cost-

effective. Indeed, we have slight hints that cost-

effectiveness might also be shown in 2021. After 3

months, Rise-uP patients self-reported reduced absentee-

ism compared to patients of the control group.

Since the objective of the Rise-uP trial is to develop an

easy-to-use, clinically relevant and cost-effective treatment
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for a broad range of patients, the involvement of a pain

specialist for high-risk patients may not be necessary.

Since increased adherence mediated the impact of TC,

call-centers or coaching-centers may suffice to encourage

patients to complete the app training, to monitor symptom

development and app activity, and motivate patients for

their training accordingly. Anyway, patients want that their

GP or any other medical discipline is involved in the

supervision of their app activity.47

In summary, digital elements may be a cost-effective way

to provide access to multidisciplinary treatments in a broader

range of patients. Mobile applications may not be a solution

for patients with severe symptoms or complications of

a disease. For those patients, in-patient or day hospital treat-

ment may be indispensable. Yet, the majority of patients with

back pain have access to GPs only, where they may receive

unstructured treatments with unnecessary imaging or even

end up with unreasonable interventions or surgery. For those

patients, mHealth solutions may be an option to get access to

a cost-effective and validated LBP treatment.

Limitations
Although high methodological standards have been applied

to the Rise-uP trial, some limitations should be considered.

First, so far, we do not have specific information about

treatment measures revealed by the CG. Although we

assume that control physicians should consider guidelines,

this issue will be further clarified when routine data of the

health insurances are merged with the primary data at the

end of this project in late 2021. Next, on average, control

patients were younger than the Rise-uP patients. However,

ANCOVA analysis revealed no impact of age on study

outcomes (data not reported). Moreover, if at all, the higher

age in the Rise-uP group would predict a lower outcome.4,48

Last, the proportion of Facebook suppliers is higher in the

CG compared to the Rise-uP group (for unknown reasons).

One may argue that patients recruited via Facebook or

straight via GPs may differ which potentially leads to

a bias. However, the data pattern for the primary outcome

was identical in both groups (Facebook and GP suppliers)

(see supplementary material 2).

Conclusions
The objective of the present study was the analysis of the

3-month follow-up data collected in the Rise-uP trial. The

Rise-uP trial includes elements of eHealth and mHealth.

The multidisciplinary pain self-management delivered via

the Kaia App is one core element in Rise-uP. We found

a substantial superiority of the Rise-uP concept compared

to the standard of care in pain outcome as well as in

secondary outcomes. High-risk patients seemed to benefit

from teleconsultation; however, this effect was fully

mediated by substantially enhanced Kaia usage. In con-

trast, no overall relationship between Kaia adherence and

symptom improvement was found. Therefore, the factors

determining adherence to mHealth apps must be explored

in further studies.

Overall, our results provide strong support that digital

treatment is a promising approach to improve the standard

of care for low back pain patients.
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